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analyzed for its efficiency at a pulsed fast reactor. The assumed 
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of 20 % mean power. 
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A STUDY ON THE PERFORMANCE OF NEUTRON BEAM EXPERIMENTS 
AT THE PULSED FAST REACTOR S O R A 
A b s t r a c t 
The performance of pulsed neutron beam experiments is analyzed for i ts efficiency 
at a pulsed fast r eac to r . The assumed reac tor charac te r i s t i c s a re : 
mean power 100(250) kW, pulse width 5 0 / / s e c , pulse frequency 12.5(100) sec" 
and a background power of 20% mean power. 
It is found that a double chopper and a rotating c rys ta l spec t rome te r , which cover 
the neutron energy range from 1 mev to about 500 mev, compare well with the 
instrumentat ion, which is likely to be installed at a Very High Flux Reactor (for 
instance the 100 MW ENEA project) . The expected low background for the measure -
ments and the low cooling power for a cold source are in te res t ing fea tures . 
The intensity obtained by a fast chopper is compared with that of a Lineac for kev 
neutron c ross section measu remen t s . 
An equal performance is found for both. 
General requi rements for the reac tor operat ion, reac tor shielding and the beam 
hole design are given. 
Finally, the thermal neutron flux as a function of t ime in a smal l modera tor is 
est imated. 
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ι.- INTRODUCTION , 
In the present report we will give the main design characteristics for 
experimental equipment for neutron research using neutron beams froo 
the pulsed fast reactor "SORA", For the purpose of this study ite 
operating characteristics are assumed to be : 
mean power 
peak power 
minimum power (oonstant) 
pulse frequency 
half-width of pulsa 
r* 
p max 
** min 
Vr 
w 
Z3 
« 
at 
en 
-
100 kW 
120 MW 
20 kW 
12 .5 sec 
50 AI seo 
Different operating ebaraotoristios will be disoussed in chapter 5. 
The following types of apparatus will be oonsidered t 
1) Doubl© choppers 
2) Rotating crystal spectrometer 
3) Fast chopper 
The first two instruments will be used for solid and liquid state 
researoh in the subtheras&l, thermal, and epithermal energy region, 
and the last instrument for total cross section measurements in the 
kev energy region,, 
For each of these instruments the intensity and resolution will be 
estimated and a comparison with similar instruments operating at 
"Very High Flux Reactors9 or Linear Accelerators will be made. 
In ohapter 5 we arrive at conclusions and recommendations concerning 
the reactor operation and design. 
2„- APPARATUS FOR NEUTRON ENEROIES SMALLER THAN 1 EV, 
aa Brtwaqnm arcana gagueo raw Btspasgraaa 
In this section we will develop instrumente for the epithermal, thermal 
and subthermal energy region. All instruments oonsidered employ 
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necessarily pulsed neutron techniques. They are designed to allow 
the measurement of neutron­scattering as a function of energy and 
scattering angle. 
To obtain the respective neutron beams we must place & moderator 
into the fast reactor. Due to the long lifetime of the thsrmal 
neutrons in this scatterer, the thermal neutron pulse width gets 
still wider ( 100 yusec). If pulses of this width are used* on» 
haa to have very long flight paths, to obtain a reasonable resolution« 
It is therefore more convenient (and it gives also more intensity) 
to us« only part of the neutron pulse from the moderator0 This 
shortening of the neutron pulse can be done by the use of a slow 
chopper or a rotating crystal and this leads to the ^jb^e^ho£ger 
Instrument or rotating crystal spectrometer,, 
2οχ«" DOUBLE CHOPPERS. 
In order to obtain a pulsed beam of monochromatic thermal or subtheraal 
neutrons a double chopper can be used at the SORA reactorβ The 
choppers are designed to pulse thermal neutrons only, because the fast 
neutrone from the reactor pulse are eliminated by the timing or by a 
Bœ­fliter« The experimental set­up is shown in fig0l0 
Two eonventlonal slow choppers ar® used with a set of parallel curved 
alita to give a large beam aîfea and maximum transmission for the 
selected neutron velocity vß0 Th® geometric beam area is always 
&2 x b­2 (5 3C 10 cm2)0 However ¥2 (cm3) is the effective beara area 
taking the finite absorber between slits into aocount (t «» 0«05 oa). 
The radius of curvature Q is determined by the wellknown relation s 
where V is the rotational frequency of the chopper. The neutron 
velocities of the upper and lower cut­offs are s 
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vl * vr/ ( 1 + $ ) 
v2 " vn/ ( 1 ­ Æ ) with 4=» 2 <*> s/: r2 
where s is the width of one slit and 2r is the diameter of the choppere 
If 4 is larger than unity, there is no upper cut­off. However, the 
chopper delivers a seoond burst per revolution with a lower out­off ι 
,t r2 ­ vn/ (A - 1) 
The fight time over the flight path 12 (cm) of the "right" neutrons, 
the slowest neutrons and the fastest neutrons respectively transmitted 
by the first chopper are : 
i 2 
vn 
!2 
vn 
X2 
*2 
t» „ i (ι + A ) 
2 
tf - — r „ (i - A ) vn 
In order to avoid overlap between successive neutrons bursts of the 
first chopper during the burst time of the second chopper the following 
condition must be satisfied (since j/^ t + At!l * /K2 » see also 
below) t 
tS & t„ 2 " 2 p r 
or 
where V Í3 repetition rate of the reactor pulses. 
The half width of the neutron pulse for a parallel beam is 
s 
At ■ TïFïfi 
9 ­
The fact that the neutron beam is not exactly parallel oollimated 
introduces a widening At3 of the neutron pulse which is determined 
by the sweeptime through the angle ç(p. 
ag 
Δ%* " 2τν/12 
a
2 For the 30RA reactor set up ot is given by <?L » _ 
2 
If At is of the same size as At the resolution of the incoming and 
S 
scattered neutron beams are respectively 
ΔΕ. At 
_ — L · . » 4 
El *2 
¿% 2JÇ, Ut 
E2 b 
If At is much smaller than At the resolutions are β 
4ü_ . 2yr i l 
El *2 
Δ%ο A* 
E2 t3 
where t, is the flight time over the analyzing flight path 1,, Wo 
have neglected the finite size of the sample, the dietanoe between 
Göoond ohopper and sample, and the thickness of the dotaotor. 
The number of neutrone falling on the sample per seo ie 
I0 ­ Ζ (Ί+Α + Β + ΑΒ) AtVr0 (E)AE^ 
2 Vf(l< + i 2 ) * 
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vfhere 
fc-#-V *£-)** ^ 21 + 1 2 a, 2 
tè 
for 2 1 . + 1-
* 2 &2Á ** 
J-o 
and the analogue expression for B. 
For the SORA double choppers, here oonsidered, we have in all cases 
which g ives 
A » 
ht ' 
and R m 0 
*2 
2 
F 2 A t 
v m 2 ( I 4 + i2) 
At yr 0 (E)iE4 
The number of neutrons incident on the counter bank per oeo is 
I, ­ ï R F3 3 2 ε twær 
where R is the fraction of tiie neutrons scattered isotropioally from 
the sample F^ f(Hft£^ ) is the solid angle of the counter bank and g. 
its efficiency. 
Tables i and 2 show, how the various dimensions of ohoppers and flight 
paths can be chosen to give double chopper arrangements covering the 
energy range from *­lmev to ~80mev. For each energy we oonsider an 
energy resolution of incoming as well as scattered neutron energies 
between ~1# and ~10#. 
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The coùntrate I_ is calculated in terms of the neutron flux within 3 
the energy range accepted by the double chopper,, 
We have assumed R to be 0.1 and we have adjusted the area F_, of the 
Β 3 
counter bank se that the relative solid angle ^3 /(*"C \j ) is 
always 2 χ 10" . We have considered elastic scattering only and 
adjusted 1 to give the wanted energy resolution of the scattered neutron 
beam. 
The collimations of incident and scattered neutron beams are calculated 
from 
a 
o( ■ 2 
3 
2 
2.2.­ ROTATINO CRYSTAL SYSTEM. 
The pulsed reactor allows the installation of a fixed crystal spectro­
meter as a pulsed beam monochroraator. 
But rotation of the crystal provides a possibility to suppress higher 
order reflections (because of the different arrival times of the neutrons 
at the outer end of the beam tube) and to shape the neutron pulse in a 
very easy way. 
This instrument may also be designed as fixed crystal plus chopper. For 
the general discussion here, this version is considered identical with 
the above one. 
Fig. 2 shows the set­up. 
F^ is the radiating area at the s batterer ; F_ is the beam area which is 
aocepted by the monochromator crystal0 F, represents the sensitive counter 
area which is limited in size so that the solid angle for the analyzer path 
stays constant. 
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The distance between monochromator crystal and sample is considered 
negligible, since the beam collimation and resolution are quite goode 
It is assumed that the sample intercepts the whole neutron beam. 
From the operational point of view, the instrument consists of two 
independent parts, the monochromator and analyzer. 
The energy set by the monochromator depends on the angle of diffraction 
θ and the interplanar spaaing d : 
2dsin® a Λ = 0,28^ d [k] f E [evj 
The resolution is given by : 
ÄE, 
E2 
— « 2 otgl 
or 
Αθ<* 0,5 
E2 
Table 3 shows the situation for different 6 angles, and different 
interplanar distanoes d, using a Soller alit collimator Αθ*> 0,5 x IO­ . 
Completely Independent from this part is the analyzer. The resolution 
may be defined as ~ 3 = 2 Åt 
E3 b 
The burst time required is therefore 
•A* B ì ^E^ 3^ 
2 E, 3 v 3 
and the speed of the rotation of the crystal 
χ 6o_ gjio £f 
£t 2K TT 
rpm 
13 -
&3 example : 
from ν™ » 2000 m/sec ^ 3 2.5 IO" , 1, » 4m ands0= IO" rad 
J τ? ? 
follows At β 25 sec 
η =» 4 χ 10^ rpm 
The eountrate at the counterbank may be calculated as follows 
P,P„ A & R R F. Τ ? 2 m Rs fa y rA.t^(E)AE £ 
•3 
ƒ <*2 4Jti32 
F^» F2 « 25 cm2, 1 2 - 200 cm, T^_ m 2 χ IO"4 
4 ^ 2 
çf^ra beam divergence without Soller collimator!Λ ? » 25 x 10 
™.^ _ . β reduction because of Soller collimator. 
R,, n orystal reflectivity » 0.5 M 
R « fraotlon of isotropioally soattered neutrons ■ 0.1 S 
V « pulse frequency of the reactor a 12.5 sec" 
£, =» efficiency of the counterbank = 1.0 
At « buret time actually accepted by the instrument ( sec) 
φ(Ε)άΈ α neutron flux at the scatterer for energies between E and E + E. 
With the above numbers the formula reduces to 
I = 1.6 χ ΙΟ"7 Δ& At^>(E)AE 
«I 
- m -
or, as a function of the actual resolutions : 
I3 » 1.6 χ 10­6 A Eg ΔΕ^ tg © 1¿ ^(E) 4 E 
E2 E3 \g 
Table 4 gives a set of intensity values for different energiee and 
resolutions for elastic scattering and 
A E 2 ¿JE} 
E 2 E5 
Two faots should be noted : 
The intensities are proportional to 1, (calculations are for 1-* » 4 m) 
as long ΆΒ the corresponding A.t does not exceed the width of the pulse 
at the scatterer ( <^» 100 M sec). 
The intensities also increase for larger θ angles (that means for 
smaller interplanar distances of the crystal), as long as .Αθ does 
not exoeed ø<2 : 
For ν n „ 4000 m/seo 2 θ = 90φ (tg θ *>4,9 f d ­ 0.7 Α ^ θ «(γ· 2,5xl0~2 
the count rate is increased in all 3 oases by a factor of 3# if the 
crystal can still be chosen to have 50 % reflectivity and for n» lOOOOrpna 
For ν n M 1100 m/seo, 2 θ ­ 126* (tg9 ­ 2,d ­ 4 A), A9 ­ 0^­ 5 * 10~S 
(F4 » 10 χ 10 cm2 F2 ­ 25 om2 f \ " 2 0° c m ) / 
the countrate is increased by a factor of 4 (in both cases of table 4). 
Note ! If the reflecting crystal is mounted on its rotating support in 
such 8. way, that different sets of planes get into reflecting 
position during one revolution, the energy oan be changed in discret 
steps by an adjustment of the phase angle between the reactor pulsation 
and the crystal only. 
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2.3.­ CONCLUSIONS. 
From the description of the double chopper instrument and the rotating 
crystal spectrometer it is seen that the double chopper gives appro­
ximately a factor of two higher intensity for the same resolution. At 
very low neutron energies only the double chopper can be used, whereas 
at high energies the rotating crystal spectrometer may be more oonve­
nientj because very long flight paths are required for the double 
chopper. 
3o­ APPARATUS FOR THE KeV ENERÖY REGION. 
In this section we investigate the possibilities to use the SORA reactor 
for total cross section measurements in the kev­region. To obtain the 
required resolution it is again necessary to use a pulse width much 
smaller than the width of the reactor pulse, therefore a fast chopper 
is necessary. 
3.1.­ FAST CHOPPER. 
Th« design characteristics of a fast chopper operating at the SORA 
reaotor would probably be as follows : 
Diameter 
Slit width 
Spacer thickness 
Rotational frequency 
Number of slits 
D ­ 2 R 
s 
d 
» 
N„ 
·» 70 cm 
■> 1 mm 
» 1 mm 
« 200 sec"1 
Since the reactor has a duty cycle of less than 200 sec" , the chopper 
has only one set of slits. 
As the thickness of the material in the beam, right after the transmission 
of the pulses, is 
Deff * dD ™ 0.5 D 
sícT 
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The chopper may be cigar shaped with a long axis D (parallel to the 
slits) and with a short axis of DB » Deff + Ns3 in order to give 
constant absorption. 
Furthermore, the reactor is "shut down" after 50 /u sec. 
During this time the chopper rotates ­through 
(X=> 2-KY^/» 0.06 ­ 3.50e 
The "shut down" reactor has a power of 
Ρ . » Ρ / ρ ­ 1,6 χ ΙΟ"4 Ρ (see table 9) min max ' max 
Therefore the chopper might still be thinner at tight anglesto the long 
axis to penult a transmission which is 6200 times larger than that of 
the thickness Da. 
These facts permit an economical and safejdesign of the rotor, wnich 
would otherwise be difficult to achieve, owing to the large number of 
parallel slits0 
The pulse width is ι 
À t => g ^ A ytøsec 
p 4ΊΓτΡ~ ' 
With 
flight path 1 » 1000 m 
channel width átft «· 1 itsec tjj   14SÍ 
this gives the following resolution for 1 kev neutrons (\fn « 4.5 x 10'' m/aec] 
A E 
"E 
sfôH2 +(^D)2 - 'F-^v- 1 · 8 5 *10 
Let us assume here that, due to the cigar shape of the chopper, we are 
able to have 10 slits 5 om high. 
ρ 
This gives a beam area F^  => 5 em , 
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Let us choose a counter bank of area F? ­ 1 ni2 
If boron loaded liquid scintilators are used we can have an. ©ifficiency 
for 1 kev neutrons of £ ■ 0.5· 
The total oount rate at the counterbank is 
I..­ ¿(E) AE F¿£P v A L 
4ir I e 
­ 2.5 x ΙΟ­'12 .^(E) ΔΕ n/sec 
Overlap of neutrons from successive reactor pulses is no problem. 
The flight time of 1 kev neutrons over 1 km flight path is «"*2mseo 
and the time between successive pulses is 
— «" SO m sec 
so overlap neutrons would have to travel 1 km in 82 msec and would 
therefore have the velocity 12000 m/sec but neutrons of suoh low 
velocity are not transmitted by the chopper, its lower cut off being 
v„ « 2 I V R 2 m , _ .­5 , c ιβ5 x ioJ m/seo s 
for straight slits. 
If the chopper has the slits curved to give optimum transmission for 1 
kev neutrons, their curvature is 
Q ­ „„!­"■— ­ 175 m s 4ΈΓΡ 
In this oase the lower cut off is 
ν 
V - Ü. 
c 
c 
■» 1.1 χ 10"^  m/sec 
Ί + ifs 
R* 
These neutrons travel 1 km in about 10 msec. 
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4„- COMPARISON' OF THE SORA INSTRUMENTS WITH OTHER SIMILAR INSTRUMENTS« 
In the last chapter we developed experimental apparatus for the SORA 
reactor and found their intensities in terms of flux within the 
energy range accepted by the monochromator. We now want to compare 
these Instruments with similar instruments, using other types of 
neutrons sources. We will compare with a "Very High Flux Reactor" 
(the ENEA project) for the thermal and subthermal energy region and 
with a" linear accelerator (proposed by Poole, Harwell) for the kev 
region. 
^ΰ1°™ COMPARISONS IN THE SUBTHERMAL ENERGY REGION. 
For the cold energy region where a cooled beryllium filter can be 
used,, we will assume that the fast neutron background is low enough 
to permit the use of thermal choppers only also for the Very High 
Flux Reactor. Therefore, for this energy region, we can use the same 
type of rotors as discussed for the SOM reactor (see Flg.l). The 
only difference which we assume is, that we are not able to place the Cirât 
chopper as close to the cold neutron source as was possible at the 
SORA reactor. In fact it seems practically impossible to place the 
first chopper close to the source due to the high radiation field and 
other inherent difficulties. Probably we must have a distance of 
1 « 400 era between cold source and first chopper. We assume the 
2 
radiating surface of the cold source to be Ιο χ lo cm . 
In this case the sweeptime must bo calculated from.; 
% + a2 
4*V(1„ + i2) 
and the tira® between successive neutron pulses is "Í/V sec. 
The formula for the neutron intensity at the sample becomes in this 
case 
- 19 
'2 FT 
I2 „ 2 {1+ k)A t)>0(E)AE 
4rr(L, + J 2) 2 
The collimatlon of the incoming neutron beam is 
a,, + a2 
a2 = 2~(ly+ 12J 
All other formulae are the same as for the SORA-choppers. 
Table 5 gives the design characteristics and Intensities for double 
choppers for the cold energy region. 
The thermal flux in the Very High Flux Reactor is (see references) 
VHFR 
0 « 2 χ 1 0 ^ n 
th cm seo 
The presence of the cold scatterer in the D O reflector causes only 
an insignificant flux depression aa shown in appendix I. 
The thermal flux for the SOM reactor is shown in appendix II to be 
SOM -
φ ^ L O x IO5 
th em*- sec 
The instruments for the Very High Flux Reactor therefore have a faotor 
of 2 more intensity at the source for the thermal and subthermal energy 
region. 
Table 6 gives the ratios of intensities for the VHFR-instrument to the 
intensities for the SOM instrument for various resolutions. 
It is seen that the SORA instrument has almost an order of magnitude lower 
intensity than similar instruments in operation at the Very High Flux 
Reactor would have. The SOM instruments are relatively better at 
limited resolution (short flight paths) where the gain due to the larger 
solid angle used, is largest. If however the mean power Ρ of the SOM 
- 20 
reactor Is increased to 250 kW, the situation is improved substantiallye 
4.2.- COMPARISONS IN THE THERMAL ENERGY REGION. 
Here we cannot use a beryllium filter, so we will have an appreciable 
fast background from the Very High Flux Reactor. It is therefore 
necessary to operate "fast neutron choppers" in addition to the two 
thermal choppers. Therefore the simple instrument which was desoribed 
for the SORA reactor cannot be used for a "Very High Flux Reaotor", 
An Instrument which includes "fast neutron" rotors is in operation at 
the NRU-reactor (called Pour-Rotor-Speotrometer). We take the two 
thermal choppers from this instrument for our comparison, because the 
fast choppers are used only to remove fast neutrons and do not influence 
the thermal beam. 
Characteristic data for the thermal choppers are : 
diameter 2r *> 25.4 cm 
slit width a = 0.635 cm 
spacer thickness d α 0.635 om 
slit height « 3.2 cm 
number of slits Ns η 3 
maximum rotational 
frequency V« 600 sec 
2 We assume a 10 χ 10 cm radiating source surfaoe. The sweeptime is 
calculated from At m " 2 4~irv(V i2) 
and the time between sucoeBsive neutron pulses is ^ /V sec 
The formula for the neutron intensity becomes 
2 
Ιο, , F2 (1 + A)2AtV$E)itfi: 
2 4^(1,+ lg)2 " 
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The oolllmation of the incoming neutron beam is 
*p « ..lii-!2, 
2 Ην? ζ) 
All other formulae are the same as for the SOM reactor (see 2.10­) 
Table 7 gives the design oharaoteristios and intensities for a four 
rotor spectrometer for thermal neutrons. 
Table 8 oompares the intensities of SORA­instruments and VHFR­instrumente 
for various resolutions. 
The intensity at the source is a faotor of 4 higher for the VHFR­
instrumentiSo 
It is soen that for a mean power Ρ ■ 250 kW of the SOM reactor, the 
instrumentø oompare very well0 
4.3.­ CQMPARISCare, IM THE KEV ENERGY REGION. 
We oomparö the SOM fast chopper with linear accelerators for total 
cross section measurements at 1 kev neutron energy and will for this 
ooaupariEon choose a llnao whioh oan be built using well understood 
technology,, 
Such an accelerator has aocording to Poole the following charaoteriatios : 
electron energy 100 MeV 
peak current 2 A 
pulse repetition rate 200 sec 
max. pulse length 5 /UBfio 
peak neutron output 5 x 10"^' n/sec 
13 η 
With 5 om moderator this gives at 1 kev 2,5 x 10 per kev at 
., , . ,, cm seo 
the moderator suriace. 
If this linac is used with a pulse width of 0.25 /^sec the flight path 
must be 250 meters to give the same resolution as the SOM chopper 
considered above (3ol.­)0 
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We can use boron loaded liquid scintillators of thickness 2.5 cm and with 
efficiency of 50$, without limiting the resolution. 
The flight time of 1 kev neutrons over the 250 meter flight path is 
0,57 msec. 
The time between successive pulses is 5 mseoj, 
so the overlap neutrons have the velocity 
4 250 m/seo ~ 4,5 χ 10 m/sec 
5.57 x 10­3 
which oorresponds to lOev neutron energy. 
To eliminate these neutrons from the neutron beam one can use a filter 
of natural boron, which has 37,5 b cross section for 10 ev neutrons and 
6,4 b for 1000 ev neutrons. If this filter is chosen to give 50$ 
transmission of 1000 ev neutrons, the transmisión of 10 ev neutrons 1» 
1»7# If a larger attenuation of the overlap neutrons is needed one can 
either ohoose α 'thicker filter or use boron enriched in _B , 
2 2 
Assuming «EKS.I1 asamplee (« 5 om ) and lm counter bank, the total count 
rate at the counter bank ie 
I m f (E)ÁE 3_Jg. 10 _ 200 O.25 10 0.5 0.5 
» 8 χ ΙΟ"11 é(E)ÙE n/sec 
Since AJÍ „ 1,25 χ ΙΟ"­3 we have ÅE ­ 1.25 ev 
E 
whioh gives 
(E)^E » 3ol3 x 10 1 0 η 
cm1­ sec 
Insertion of this gives 
LINAC : I » 2.5 n / W 
For the SOM ­ι· fast chopper we found the intensity (3«l) 
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I ­ 2.5 x ΙΟ"12 φ{Ε)ΔΕ n/sec 
A flux calculation done for the SOM reaotor at 120 MW constant power 
gave, using the idealized geometry shown in fig.4, appendix II 
14 7„6 χ 10 η in the energy group from 0,454 KeV to 3o00 KeV 
2 cm sec 
for a waterscatterer of 2,32 thickness, placed in the stainless steel 
reflector et the interface to the blanket. 
The flux is 1/E so the flux per kev at 1 kev Ì3 
? t 6 χ i o 1 4 _ 
uõàsr 
Μ χ i o 1 4 η 
2 cm sec 
The intensity for ΔΕ m 1,25 x 10 ie therefore 
E 
SOM : I ­ 2.5 χ ΙΟ"12 x V.O x ΙΟ.1 χ 1.25 x IO­5 ­ 1.25 n/sec 
which is a faotor of % less than for the Linac. 
However an increase of the mean power of SOM to Ρ « 200 kW of e 
reduction of the pulsewidth to w ■ 25/8ec would compensate for this 
faotor. Since thie countrate depends sensitively on the SOM 
characteristics, we rewrite it in a normalized way : 
SOM « I — ­ 1.25 . P x W ^r 
Bec TÕÕT 12Ô0 χ 12.5 
Ρ ■ mean reactor power (kW) 
W ­ Pmax /P 
" reactor frequency 
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5.­ DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 
The comparison of SOM instruments with other high performance 
instruments has shown clearly that the SOM reactor is a very good 
source of neutrons for pulsed beam experiments. We have used the 
operating characteristics for SOM quoted in chapter 1. There is 
however the possibility to change these parameters. For the comparison 
(chapter 4) we considered already an increase of the mean power to 
Ρ « 250 kW. 
In the following we discuss how the pulse length and frequency should be 
chosen to optimize the reaotor performance for beam experiments. 
Finally we summarize the requirements on the reactor design. 
5.1,­ PULSE LENGTH AT THE SCATTERER. 
The dlocusalon of the different experimental facilities las 3hown that 
the pulse width at the scatterer is a critical quantity for both the 
resolution and the intensity. There are 4 main ways to handle this 
pulse time, 
5.1.1.­ SHORTENING OF REACTOR PULSE. 
If the pulse width of the reaotor is shortened, of course keeping the 
mean power constant, the peak flux is increased since the energy per 
pulse only uepends on the frequency. Therefore a shorter pulse represent« 
a real power increase for all experiments which make use of part of the 
reactor pulses only and at the same time deal with neutrons which have 
a lifetime shorter than the reactor pulse length. This is true for 
epithermal and fast neutrons, if a hydrogeneous scatterer is used. If 
the pulfje width of the reactor is reduced to V = 25 ¿»sec the given 
intensities for the fast chopper and for the epithermal region (rotating 
crystal) are doubled. For thermal and cold neutrons the burst time in 
the scatterer depends on the diffusion time in the scatterer, which is 
long compared to the reactor pulse {^^Q/^sec)t Therefore no significant 
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change in flux can be produced by a variation of the reactor 
pulse length (see appendix II and table 9)· 
5.1.2. SHORTENING OF THE THERMAL NEUTRON PULSE BY POISONING 
OR LEAKAGE. 
In combination with 5«1«1. these means seem useful for very 
low energy neutron work. It is seen however in appendix II 
that the neutron life time should always be larger than the 
reactor burst time in order not to sacrifice too much peak 
flux. Since the acceptable burst times are practically 
always muoh smaller than the reaotor pulse (50 /usee) it is 
only the peak flux obtainable, which is of interest. 
Moreover the only reason to use this method would be to 
eliminate the first chopper of the double chopper equipment. 
Therefore this method is not useful except for work with cold 
neutrons (500 m/sec) and bad resolution (100 /usee pulse 
acceptable, see table 1). In the contrary all means to raise 
the life time should be used in order to obtain the largest 
possible peak flux (no poisoning, reflector around the 
sample). 
It may be noted that sorrounding the moderator partly or 
completely with Be-reflector gives an improvement for 
both thermal and cold neutrons, if a relatively small 
moderator is used. In this way a preferred direction of 
leakage or a preferred energy range of the leaking neutrons 
is obtained. 
The condition that the life time must be shorter than the 
interval between two reactor pulses places no restriction 
on the frequency V. up to fOO sec" . 
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5.1.3.­ SHORTENING OF THE ACCEPTED PULSE WIDTH BY USE OF A 
SLOW CHOPPER 
The burst time of neutrons with energies below the Cd­
cut off can easily be controlled by a slow chopper. The 
introduction of such an instrument into a loading hole 
which intercepts the beam tube at right angles close to 
the scatterer (50 cm distant) should not present 
difficulties. (2.1) 
5. 1.4,­ SHORTENING OF THE ACCEPTED PULSE WIDTH BY USE 
OF A ROTATING CRYSTAL 
The rotating crystal spectrometer presents the easiest 
possibility to modify the pulse width0 There is no 
difference in pulsing at the crystal or right at the 
scatterer.(2.2) 
5.2.­ REPETITION MTE OF THE REACTOR 
So far the reactor frequency has always been chosen as 
V r => 1205 sec . In order to find the most suitable 
frequency, we have to investigate several effects: 
The overlap problem constitutes a definitely upper limit, 
\) ■■* 100 sec (5.2.2,). Countrate considerations favour 
this upper limit (5c2.l). The evaluation of the background 
problem suggests strongly a lower V (5«2.3). In principle 
the range 12,5 a ^ =■ 100 sec fits the general 
requirements. If possible from the reactor operation point 
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of view this whole range of i> should be made available, 
r 
5 .2 0 l e - COUNTMTES 
The oountrate per buret i e : (see tab les 1,2 and 4) 
I , 
th 
15 » f φ ^ 
<fe) ΔΕ V r 
Where f is defined as« 
J $(&)<! t 
f effe) t/e 
In order to evaluate the highest possible oountrate per 
burst, we ohoose the double chopper, thermal energies and 
5# resolution. With f - 0.02, ¿ L » 't x 101 — τ τ 
(see Appendix II), i^ .« 12.5sec and table 2 
we find j 
^ - &£V burst 
With the mean reaotor power raised to 250 kW we arrive at! 
V ' * /burst 
­4 
So far the relative solid angle was taken to be 2 χ 10 for 
reasons of comparisons between different kinds of instruments. 
Sinoe the flight paths involved are not very long, the 
counter banks may be much larger from the point of view of 
practical design0 The Egelstaff four­rotor­maohine uses a ­4 relative Bolid angle of 7 χ 10 (divergenoe tf" 0.093 in 
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both directions). In many cases the counterbanks may be still 
larger in the direction perpendicular to the scattering plane. 
For the moment we will decide on a relative solid angle of 8 χ 10 , 
This leads to the following sizes of counterbanks : 
F =» 400 cm2 » 20 χ 20 cm"") h 
b 
b 
Ci 
= 
-
2 
3 
4 
m 
m 
m 
F « 900 cm2 m 30 x 30 cm 2/^ « 0.1 » 5.7" 
F « 1600 cm2 m 40 x 40 cm2] 
In our case we arrive at 13Ö counts per burst and per counter bank 
for efficiency 1 and 12.5 pulses per second, and 250 kW average 
power. For elastic and quasi­elastic scattering we run into dead 
time problems for to­day commercial analyzers (dead time per registered 
count α lo /usee). The problem gets still worse if several counter 
banks are used simultaneously, because the dead times In a subgrouped 
analyzer add. 
Nevertheless with conventional electronics the last problem can be 
solved. If the reactor frequency is increased to V « 100 sec 
we obtain 17 counts per pulse. For elastio scattering experiments 
the beam size or counter angle should be decreased to obtain no more 
thanHL count/pulse„ For inelastic scattering the cross seotions 
are so small that no dead time problems occur. 
It is seen from the tables of instrumental transmission (tables 1, 2 
and 4) that i_ decreases άε neutron energy increases, on the other 
hand<jp(E)dE decreases towards both sides of the maximum of the Maxwellifin 
distribution for constant resolution. Both decrease with better 
resolution. 
We conclude therefore that no higher repetition rate of the reactor 
than \> «n 100 sec is necessary for thermal neutron work. For work 
with epithermal and fast neutrons frequencies down to V « 1205 sac 
can be accepted. 
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5.2.2,­ OVERLAP NEUTRONS. 
For the double chopper and the rotating crystal overlap may occur 
both in the analyzer and monochromator part. But due to the travel 
time in either part (see tables 1, 2, 4) and the monochromating 
qualities of the slow choppers no such overlap occurs up to reactor 
frequencies V = 200 sec . 
But for the analyzer part, the main problem is the fast reactor pulse. 
This neutron burst comes both through the beam hole and the reactor 
shielding, 
This fast pulse arrives at t„ after the monochromatic neutrons reach the 
sample. 
Åt m Χ ­ t With t 
f y max max r \ v 
1 n / max 
Double chopper t » 4 m sec max 
Rotating crystal t » 2 m sec 
max 
Since /lt„ cannot be zero for all experiments simultaneously it should 
be long enough that the whole measurement is finished when the fast 
neutrons from the following pulse arrive. 
For V » 100 sec we get t„ » 6 msec for the double ohopper 
and 8 msec for the rotating crystal. This is sufficient. 
A higher repetition rate of the reactor would yield too short a time 
for the analyzer )5art (for thermal and cold neutrons)0 
Otherwise we would have to shield for the power peak of the reactor, 
1 
This has to be avoided, because the reactor shield as well as the 
instrumental shielding in this case would get too large. 
The fast chopper passes, at the lower cut off, neutrons of the speed 
5 
v « 10 m/sec 
n ' 
Therefore, for 1 =» 1 km there is no frame overlap up to Ό = 100 sec" , 
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5.2.3.­ POWER RATIO OF THE REACTOR. 
We investigate here the problems, which arise from the finite reactor 
power between pulses, 
and minimum power ρ 
Ρ . We call the ratio between peak power 
Ρ ­ Ρ /Ρ , max min 
The ratio between peak flux and minimum flux in the scatterer for 
epithermal and fast neutrons is f , for thermal and cold neutrons 
e f., , see appendix II : th 
f » - p 
e 
f =­ p/4 for w » 50 Aisée 
The value ρ depends on the reactor frequency V* and on the pulse 
width w0 Characteristic values are given in table 9· 
Ρ . constitutes a background and we are concerned here with the part 
min which comes through the beam hole only. 
The relative background is reduced at a smaller V for the following 
reason j 
the counts per analyzer channel and second are independent of i^  j 
while the total counting time per channel is proportional to V , 
Since the repetition rate of the instruments is higher tlian the reaotor 
frequency we get "background pulses" at the sample and for the double 
chopper in addition a constant fast background, when operated without 
Be filter. We evaluate the situation for all three instruments. 
5.2,3.I.­ FAST CHOPPER. 
The proposed fast chopper delivers 4θ0 pulses/sec. The spacing of these 
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r~ -3 
pulses la i» 2.5 χ 10 ^  sec. For a flight path of len^h 1 there is 
a neutron velocity ν of the first pulse ; which overlaps with the 
velocity ν of the second pulse. 
V1 v2 * 
'sec 
<* -fv./l 
there is no overlaping for ν i l/T" 
or y ^ M x ICr m/t 
With reference to 3.1 we conclude that there is no overlap for the 
main pulses up to V ™ 100 sec" , but main and background pulses do 
overlap for energies Just below kev (see 5.2.3.4.). 
5*2.3.2.- ROTATINO CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER. 
The minimum number of possible reflections seen from the sample ace twn 
per revolution (see 2.2.) or 200 burst/sec. There will not be an 
overlap of these 200 burst/seo ( - 5 x 10 sec) even for the lowest 
energy (1000 m/sec) and 1, « 4 m. However, if more than 2 reflections 
per revolution are available, there will be a definite overlap problem 
(see note of 2.2Λ)0 
Besides that,the presence of the constant power background produces 
higher orders, even though at a muoh reduced intensity. The usual ratio 
of first to second order is increased by the flux ratios f . and fe 
respectively given in table 9. This le still good for V p » 100 sec 
but for this experiment a lower reactor frequency would be more favo­
rable (see 5«2.3.4e). 
5.2.3.3.- DOUBLE CHOPPER. 
Here we have two kinds of background : a oonstant fast one which is not 
sufficiently attenuated by the slow choppers (for work without Be filter) 
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and in cases where the repetition rate is higher han the reactor 
frequency, there is also a pulsed background which may cause difficulties. 
It is recalled that a slow chopper operating at 12000 rpm with 
$>1„0 delivers 400 bursts/sec (see 2.1.). A system of two such choppers 
may become extremely involved (as an evaluation of table 2 for v^ » 
4000 m/sec shows), if no additional means are taken for the correction 
of these effects. For ν < 4θ00 m/sec the requirement A*>1.0 can easily 
be mot, in order not to have overlap in the monochromator path0 
It remains etili to correct for the higher repetition rate in case t, 
la larger than the instrument period (t.. ■ t. for most cases) and to 
3 2 
out down the constant epioadmium background (see 5*2.3*4.). 
3*2.3.4,­ ROTATING COLLIMATOR. 
A simple rotating collimator could be used in combination with the 
fast chopper, the double chopper and the rotating crystal in order to 
cut away background pulsea and constant epicadmium background. 
A tentative specification for this rotor is s 
halfwidth of the pulse « 1 msec 
diameter ■» 20 cm 
speed ■ 3000 rpm 
slit width « 6 cm 
5,3.­ REACTOR SHIELDINGo 
Throughout this discussion it is assumed that the reactor is vieil 
shielded for neutrons and y ­rays for the mean power (up to 250 kW). 
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5.3.1.- SHIELDING FOR PEAK POWER. 
Since the monochromatic neutrons of the double ohopper and the rotating 
oryetal spectrometer arrive at the sample between 4 meeo and 0,25 mseo 
after the reactor pulse (see tables Í, 2 and 4), the neutrone of the 
burst, whioh leak through the shield, should have died away 0,25 msec 
after the pulee(for epithermal neutron Work). Thie condition can be 
fulfilled in the following way : 
The maximum Blowing down time to thermal energies in the 
reaotor shield should be no longer than 0,25 meeo. (this 
implies hydrogen in the shield). The remaining thermal 
background can easily be handled. 
5.3.2.- LOW POWER SHIELDING. 
The average power between 2 reactor pulsee Ρ , is about 20# of the 
mean reactor power Ρ . If the reactor were ehielded for Pfflin only 
the eignal to background ratio were better than a>a conventional 
reaotor by the faotor ρ (eee table 9)· 
If the SORA reaotor is shielded for the mean power, thie faotor of 
merit is improved to be 
Ρ max 5 Ρ 
Ρ Ρ 
min min 
Thie factor ie valid for epithermal and faet neutron work. For thermal 
neutron work it hae to be divided by 4 (eee 5.2.3.). 
It is assumed that the experimental facilitiee are well ehielded and 
do not produce background themeelvee. 
It is seen that for baokground-reasone a low repetition rete of the 
reactor ie desirable (as previously etated, eee 5.2.3»)* 
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It should be pointed out in this connection that the background 
usually limits the success of low intensity measurements. Therefore 
the advantage of the considerably lower background (for comparable 
experiments) at the SOM reactor should be made fully effective for 
the experiments. The experimenter may decide if he wants to sacrifice 
part of this advantage to use less shielding of the countör~bo.nks. 
(light experimental set-up). 
5.3o3." REACTOR HALL. 
The wall of the experimental hall should be designed in a way to give 
no late back scattering of neutrons from the reactor pulse to the 
experimental set-ups (no moderation: no Hp0 in the wail material);, 
5.3.4,- GAMMA.FLUX, 
From the experimental point of view there are no recommendations on the 
^-shielding. Most of the /-»-background arrives prompt (prompt 
fissioni-», capturep) and for the constant background BF.,- or He' -
counters for neutron detection are not sensitive. 
If ÉJ-measurements are done, or If scintillation methods are employed 
for neutron detection, the reactor shielding never can meet all the 
necessary requirements. 
5.4.- BEAMHOLE REQUIREMENTS. 
There are certain requirements which all beamholes have to fulfill 
independently of the type of instruments they are intended for« 
Bosidee, there· are additional requirements for the beamtubes, which 
depend upon the type of apparatus. 
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5.4.1.- OENEML REQUIREMENTS. 
All beam tubes mui be stepped, having a larger diameter at the outer 
surface of the z-eactor. This prevents streaming of neutrons to the 
experimental area, and it gives more room in the outer end of the beam 
tube, which is used to install collimator, shutters etc. The inner 
diameter of the thin part of the beam tubes must be D«rlO cm. 
As seen from the discussion of the SOM-instruments a neutron moderator 
is necessary for all beam hole. In order to obtain the highest possible 
intensity,* it should be placed as close to the reactor as possible. 
For the comparison we assumed that the neutron moderator could be 
placed in the stainless steel reflector at the interface to the blanket. 
It may only be possible to place one scatterer that close to the core0 
There is however the possibility of having more than one beam hole 
looking at the same neutron moderator. 
One of these neutron moderators should be a cold source, probably a 
liquid hydrogen scatterer. It should be noted that due to the low 
mean power of SOM the installation of a cold scatterer is extremely 
simple. 
There raust be possibilities to insert and remove these neutron moderators,, 
preferably through a vertical or near vertical channel which intoroep« 
the beam channel as clos© to the reactor core as possible«, The 
diameter of this channel must be larger than the diameter of the neutron 
moderator, probably at the order of 15 inner diameter. 
In connection with the cold source a cooled beryllium filter is wanted 
to cut down the background from the zero power of the reactor. There 
must therefore exist possibilities for inserting such a filter, possibly 
together with the cold source. It may be noted that the length of this 
filter can be much smaller than usually used at a stationary reactor 
(«*->'30 cm) because it only has to shield for the fast neutrons corres­
pondi ng to Ρ , . 
min 
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Vestibules in the reactor shield should be provided, if possible 
large enough to contain the background chopper discussed in 5·2»3«Λ· 
5.4.2.­ SPECIAL REQ^mEMENTS. 
a) Dopkl.Q chopper. 
From the discussion on the double chopper it was seen to be essential 
to have the first chopper very close to the neutron source (50 cm 
from the source). The beam tube intended for double chopper instru­
ments must therefore give posaibilities for installation of the first 
chopper into the reactor shield. This requires a ohannel of 15~20 cm 
inner diameter which intercepts the beamtube at right, angles at a 
distance of ¿^ 50 cm from the neutron moderator. It would be most 
convenient if this channel would be either horizontal or vertical 
(vertical is preferred)«, 
D) ^£^âll£^u££ΣË^^^Ë£S£JhI^£^S£, 
Thor?) ana no special requirement from this instrumento 
o) Fja.ötjDhj^pjar. 
Hare we have the spedai requirements that the direotion of the 
beamhole must allow a 1 kivi flight path. 
5*4.3.­ SPECIAL BEAM TUBE, 
Experience from other reactors shows that tangential beam holes often 
are extremely useful du© to their very low background (of neutrons «.a 
well as y­rays). Therefore a tangential beam tube should, if possible 
be installed in the SOM reaotor, even if it oould only be used when 
other experiments (for instance measurements in the thermal column) 
are not being performed. With such a beam tube (which should have an 
inner diameter of about 15 cm) it would be possible to study for 
instance the time or energy distribution of secondary radiation caused 
by fast or slow neutrons. 
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A P P E N D I X I 
FLUX DEPRESSION DUE TO COLD SOURCE IN THE VERY HIGH FLUX REACTOR 
The cold source (liquid hydrogen) placed in the Dp0- reflector of 
the Very High Flux Reactor causes a flux depression which we will 
try to estimate here. 
For this purpose we assume that the cold scatterer is a spherical 
shell cf radius Rand thickness t (t<*R), 
The number of neutrons absorbed in the Hp0 is (see fig0 3) 
^ a « 4\I.R2# φ„ 
The boundray condition at the interface is 
4*R2D2 ( g r a d ^ 2 ) R « 4 ^ ^ (g rad$ , )R - 4STR2ITAf t φ . 
The average flux in the l igh t water layer i s 
i es$(R) - ( g r a d ^ ) R t 
or 
<^(R)S>^>+ t £*<* J2 
^ 
because the water layer is thin. 
If we assume no absorption in the DgO and the source far away we have 
in spherical geometry 
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D2 4 t r2 grad(^2 (r) ­ Dg 4*R2 (grad^Jj 
grad φ (r) = R2 ¿■Kl*' Ti 
r2 D2 
Integrating this from r «· R to r­»*»we get 
ÄO __, 
ƒ grad^ (r)dr - φ - φ(η) - F¿_ ¿Vf t ^1 
r­R _ ' R D2 
O 7f Ä­­ t <-<ki 'T* 2 D, D2 
t / t + R 
¿* V2D« D2-
with R ­ 10 om 
¿Γ ­ 0,0017 cm"f 
t = 1 cm 
D ­ 0,l42 cm 
D =· 0,80 om 
we get 
ώ 
JZ_O - 1 + 0,017 (3,52 + 12,5) = 1,27 
This flux depression is hardly significant for our comparisons. 
This value is even an upper limit, since we assumed no distributed source0 
In reality the hydrogen scatterer is placed in the reflector maximum. 
This means that we have a distributed source and therefore Cp is 
reached rather close to the hydrogen scatterer. 
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A P P E N D I X I I 
THERMAL NEUTRON PULSE FROM S O R A 
This appendix gives the shape and intensity of the thermal neutron pulses 
obtained from a neutron moderator placed in the fast pulsed reactor 
"SOM". 
The result of a calculation performed by Quiquemelle of the neutron flux 
in the thermal and the lowest epithermal neutron group for the SOM­
reactor operating at 120 MW constant power is given in fig. 4 (curve 
a and b ). The idealized geometry used in this calculation is also 
given in fig. 4. 
The differential equation governing the thermal flux in the water 
moderator is the following : 
2 j r- A 1 2<&Γ>*> DV¿^(r,t) ­Za#r,t) + S (r,t) ­ _ ­ ^ 
Let us assume that the source is 
R ( r ) for 0 * t i w 
for w i t 
The source distribution R (r) is proportional to the epithermal flux 
shown in fig. 4. (curve a ), and is constant in time. 
The flux distribution φ{ν , t) is a function of time. For small t, it is 
proportional to R (r) (curve a ) but it approaches the thermal flux 
distribution shown in curve b for increasing time. 
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Before it reaches this distribution, the source is removed and the 
thermal flux will start to decay, changing its shape to approach a 
_ cos (Br + o< ) function (curve c). 
In order to be able to solve the differential equation easily, we will 
have to neglect^that the thermal flux changes its shape with time. This 
is the same as assuming that the flux distribution and the source 
distribution is always proportional. 
According to the flux shape considerations above, this approximation 
may not be too bad. V.'e can check It later by comparing the flux 
distribution it leads to, with the actual flux distribution for the 
reactor at constt­.nt power (cui'v« 1>. i.'Ig. 4.). 
Inrn­r t ' rij.·; 
<?(r;t) ­ P.(r) p(t) 
S (r,t) ­ R(r) s(t) 
in the differential equation we get : cty(t) 
2 dt 
D V R(r) γ s(t) A 
R (r) ' ^­a"1" t V ψ {t) 
where we have separated the variables. We must therefore have 
-(DB2,r)v>(t) + s(t)» ± d^(t) 
d t 
V2R(r) + B2 R(r) - 0 
where B i s a constant . 
For the source considered here the solut ion i s 
/ rCvtJ cos(Br + ) {4- exp (-t / t . )) O í t í w 
Cvt cos(Br + ) (i - exp(-w/t )) exp(- ( t -w) / t ) w é t 
r 
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where C is an integration constant and t, 
d v(DB2­+ra) 
For the reactor at constant power we get (infinite pulsewidth of the 
reactor) 
^(r ;t) „ cvtd cos (Br + o<) 
r 
This has to match curve b on fig. 4. 
The following values for the constante 
B - 0,379 cm"f D - 0,142 cm . Γ . 0,017 cm"' ■ / a 
give extremely good agreement as shown in fig. 4. (curves b and c) 
With these values we get 
arid 
t ·■ i,'·! rt<:i: 
Cv ­ 7.85 io1,0 
The thermal flux at the position where it is maximum (r~l6 cm) ie 
plotted in fig.5 »e a function of time for two values of the reactor 
pulse width w (50 /"seo and 25 /usee). Th» fact is used that the 
number of neutrons in the reaotor pulee is the same in the two oases. 
It is seen that the thermal flux is very insensitive to variations of the 
reaotor pulse widths in the region of interest. 
With a pulse width 25 /»sec <Λ w tf 50/usée the average thermal flux is 
l*i η about 1.9 χ 10 —ρ . It does not vary much for averages taken 
' enr sec 
over times from 10 to 50 /useo. (corresponding to the aooepted pulse 
width of the instruments discussed in ohapter 2). 
However, in order to make use of this thermal flux for beam experiments, 
we must have a re­entrant channel to the center of the moderator. The 
size of this channel (~50cm cross section )is quite large compared to 
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the thfckness of the moderator ( 7cm), so that the flux depression 
will not be negligible. Let us therefore estimate, tnat the thermal 
flux available for beam experiments ie 
<£ v « 1 χ IO15 
th 2 
cm sec 
Vie have assumed so far that the water scatterer surrounds the whole core. 
In the actual case it will be finite and t, will therefore be somewhat 
d 
smaller than the 120¿A*£*c (as calculated above). Fig.6 shows the maximum 
flux as a function of t„ for two values of w (25 and 50 /Usee). 
d ' / 
It is seen that the loss of intensity due to leakage and absorption is not 
too large as long as the diffusion time t is more than twice the 
reactor pulse length w¿ A consequence of this is that the shorter the 
reactor pulse w is, the larger leakage can be permitted. 
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NOTE 
The problem of the thermal neutron pulse has been recalculated by 
Asaoka (to be published). . He applied a multiple collision method 
to a plane infinite slab geometry. 
As source distribution the exact curve "a" of fig . 4 has been chosen 
and no assumption on the flüx distribution were made. In thie way 
t. and the average neutron density were calculated. The slightly 
lower t («s 100 yueeo), he obtains, may be understood from geometry 
reasona. The maximum flux if a cosine distribution is assumed, is 
estimated to be 2«0 x 10 η cm seo , whioh coincides with 
our value, since the peak flux ie not very sensitive to t, (fig06)< 
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R E F E R E N C E S 
The present study was initiated by the development of the SOM 
reaotor under the direction of V.Raievski. 
The type of beamhole experiments was suggested by W.KZLey. 
The neutron flux data were calculated by Quiquemelle (to be 
published), with a one dimensional 5n code for 18 energy groups. 
The reactor characteristics for table 9 a r e taken from R.Misenta 
and 0. Di Cola internal report Euratom-Ispra-454 (I963). 
For comparison with other high performance instruments see ι 
Egeletaff, Cocking and Alexander, AECL - l494, and Poole (Talk at 
Harwell II/7/I962), communicated to us by S.J.Cooking and R<,De 
Lowde. The thermal flux of the V ry High Flux Reactor is taken 
from : Halliday and Wade : ENEA Symposium, Harwell, July I962. 
( 2 χ IO3"5 -£-€ — at 100 MW). 
cm sec 
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L I S T O F F I G U R E S 
Fig. 1 Layout of the Double Chopper at the SOM reactor. 
Fig. 2 Layout of the Rotating Crystal Spectrometer at the 
SOM reactor. 
Fig, 3 Flux depression in a water scatterer of spherical 
shell shape, placed in heavy water. 1 : Light water«, 
2 : Heavy water. 
Fig. 4 Flux distribution in a spherical shell moderator around 
the SOM core. 
Curve a ^lowest epithermal group) and b (thermal group) is 
calculated by Quiquemelle in spherical geometry,as indicated, 
for a steady state reactor at 120 MW. Curve c is a oosine-
distribution fitted to curve b. 
Fig, 5 Peak flux versus time for t = 120 ^sec and for a pulse 
width of w = 25 .usee and w - 50 Aisec. The 
respective peak powers are 24o MW and 120 MW. 
Fig. 6 Peak flux versus neutron life time for w * 25 ,usec 
and w » 50 
MW and 120 MW. 
 a ,usec. The respective peak powers are 240 
Table 
Table 
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L I S T O F T A B L E S 
Operating characteristics of the Double Chopper at the SOM 
reactor for cold neutron experiments. 
r => 5cm 1 4 = 50 cm, lg = 1 , 0(-
F? = 43cm for s = 0.30 cm, 
5 x 10 
Fp = 37.5 cm for s =« 0.15 cm (see fig.l^ 
è =* ι,ο 
Operating characteristics of the Double Chopper at the SOM 
reactor for thermal neutron experiments, 
r = 5cm, 1^ 
2 
50 cm, 1 = 1,, Ot = 5 x 10" 2 j 3 
F » 43cm for s » 0,30 cm, 
Fp =» 37.5cm for s = O.15 cm, 
ρ F2 « 33cm for s = 0.10 cm, (see fig.l) 
£ ­ 1,0 
Table 3 Resolution and reflected velocities of a crystal spectrometer 
as a function of reflecting angle 0 and interplaner spacing· 
Δ0» 5 x 10­ 3. 
Table Operating characteristics of the Rotating Crystal Spectrometer 
2 
at the SOM reactor. 
2 F F 25 cm lp = 200 cm, <tf2 = 2.5 x 10 
3 ε 
400 cm, o( 
1.0 
5 χ 10 (see fig.2) 
Table 5 Operating characteristics of a Double Chopper at the VHF­Reactor 
for cold neutron experiments. 
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= 1, r = 5 cm, 1Λ = 4θΟ cm, 1. ~ ....
ι 2 ¿ 3 3 
F 2 = 43 cm for s = 0..30 cm; 
2 
p£ = 37.5 cm for s = 0.15 cm (see fig.1,2), 
ê­ - 1.0 
o( = 5 x io" 
Table 6 Comparison of SOM and VHFR for experiments with cold neutrons 
(Be­filter), for 2 different mean powers of the SORA. 
Table 7 Operating characteristics of a 4 rotor type Spectrometer at 
the VHF reactor for thermal neutron experiments. 
R = 12.7 cm, 1. = 400 cm, 10 = 1,, oC = 5 x 10 ­P y 
6.1 cm (see fig. 1, the fast neutron rotors are left 
ε = ι·ο 
2 
out) 
Table 8 Comparison of S0RA and VHFR for experiments with thermal and. 
epithermal neutrons, for 2 different mean powers of SOM. 
Table 9 Characteristic data for the SQRA performance« 
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Tab le 1 
ν Msec] 
s [cm] 
S [cm] 
ß 
\> [sec4] 
l2 [cm] 
0C2 [rad] 
12 [M sec] 
At [/¿sec] 
Ats [/¿sec] 
AEi/E, 
ΔΕ2/Ε2 
F/ 
4πι2 (ia- u) 
Is 
Φ(ΕΙ)ΑΕΙ 
500 
0,30 
79,6 
19 
50 
150 
0,033 
3000 
96 
104 
0,13 
0,09 
4,9 * 10* 
-io 
1,2x10 
0,30 
39,8 
0,95 
100 
150 
0,033 
3000 
48 
52 
0,06 
0,05 
4,9 χ 10* 
-H 
6,0 x 10 
0,30 
39,8 
0,95 
100 
300 
0,017 
6000 
48 
26 
0,022 
0,016 
1,4 x 10* 
-α 
1,7 χ 10 
0,30 
19,9 
0,47 
200 
300 
0,017 
6000 
24 
13 
0,011 
0,008 
1,4 x 10 
-12 
8,4x10 
1000 
0,30 
79,6 
1,9 
100 
150 
0,033 
1500 
48 
52 
0,13 
0,09 
4β*ΐΟ 
-α 
6,0 χ 10 
0,30 
39,8 
0,95 
200 
150 
0,033 
1500 
24 
26 
0,0 6 
0,05 
4,9 χ 10 
3,0 x 10 
0,30 
39f8 
0,95 
200 
300 
0,017 
3000 
24 
13 
0,022 
0,016 
1,4 x 10 
-i2 
8,4 y 10 
0,15 
39,8 
0Α7 
200 
300 
0,017 
3000 
12 
13 
0,016 
0,008 
-3 
1,0 ν 10 
-12 
3,0 x 10 
lODie ¿ 
ν [m/sec] 
s [cm] 
9 [cm] 
P 
V [sec j 
Í2 [cm] 
oíã [rad] 
ti [¿¿sec] 
Δ t [//se c] 
Δ ts [/¿sec] 
ΔΕ*/Ει 
ÙE2/E2 
• fi 
4TÍÍ2 f h i- h) 
'Is ' 
Φ (Ει) &Ε-1 — * » 
2Ö00 
aso 
75,5 
0,30 
79,6 
/,$ ! L9 
200 
150 
0,033 
750 
24 
25 
0,13 
0,09 
4,9 χ 10* 
-Η 
3,0 x 10 
200 
300 
0,017 
1500 
24 
13 
0,045 
0,032 
- ¿ 
14*10' 
-f2 
8,4x10 
0,75 
73,5 
0,95 
200 
300 
OMI 7 
1500 
12 
13 
ÖS 3 2 
0,023 
1,0x10 
-Í2 
3,0*10 
Ott 5 
79,6 
0,95 
200 
600 
0,008 
3000 
Í2 
5 
0,011 
0,008 
2,9*10 
-IS 
8,7 x 10 
_.. . 
4000 
0,30 
159,2 
3,8 
200 
300 
0,017 
750 
24 
13 
0,09 
Q;064 
1,4 x 1Q* 
8,4*10* 
0,15 
159,2 
1,3 
200 
300 
0,017 
750 
12 
13 
0,064 
0,04-5 
1,0 x IO* 
3,0 x 10 
0,10 
159,2 
1,3 
200 
450 
0,013 
1125 
8 
9 
0,028 
0,020 
3,8 x 10 
-13 
7,6*10 
0,10 
153,2 
1,3 - - H 
200 
600 
0,008 
1500 
8 
7 
0,0 20 
0,014 
2,2 * m* 
'IS 
4,4x10 
'able 3 
θ 
63° 
45° 
26,5° 
18° 
14° 
11,3° 
3,5° 
8,1° 
7,1° 
2Θ 
126° 
90° 
53° 
36° 
28° 
22,6° 
19° 
16,2° 
14,2° 
ctg Q 
0,5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
δ 
ctgQ¿9 
0,25 Ζ 
0,5 % 
1,0 Χ 
1,5 Ζ 
2,0 Μ 
2,5 % 
3 % 
3,5 % 
4 % 
d 
1,79 
1,41 
0,89 
0,62 
0,484 
0,392 
0,330 
0,282 
0,247 
vñ Msec] 
fd=2Å) 
1100 
1400 
2220 
3200 
4100 
5050 
6000 
7000 
8000 
tø [m/sec] 
(d=1,5Å) 
1470 
1870 
29 60 
4250 
5460 
6750 
8000 
93 60 ~  _ J 
Vn Msec] 
(d*%OÅ.) 
2220 
2810 
4450 
6380 
8200 
10100 
— 
— 
Table 4 
Vz = tø [m/sec] 
ΔΕ2 
E2 
2<ϊ 
Δ-& 
oC 
tgJ 
ΔΕΒ 
Es 
At [M sec] 
η [rpm] 
Is 
Φ(Ε)ΔΕ 
1000 
0,05 
x90° 
1 
1 
0,05 
100 
2500 
1,6*1 Ó" 
0,025 
x90° 
0,5 
1 
0,025 
50 
2500 
-f2 
4x10 
2000 
0,05 
v90° 
1 
1 
0,05 
50 
5000 
-tl 
8*W 
0,025 
π90° 
0,5 
1 
0,025 
25 
5000 
-¡2 
2*10 
0,010 
&90° 
0,20 
1 
0,010 
10 
500 0 
-IB 
3,2*10 
■ 
4000 
0,05 
>36° 
(¡33 
0,326 
0,05 
25 
3330 
-12 
tf*70 
0,025 
>s36° 
0,167 
0,326 
0,025 
12,5 
3330 
-IS 
3β*10 
0,010 
>53° 
0,1 
0,5 
0,01 
5 
5000 
8*/0 
8000 
0,05 
>22,6° 
0,2 
0,2 
0,05 
12,5 
4000 
-13 
4x10 
0,025 
>22,6° 
0,1 
0,2 
0,025 
6,3 
4000 
1*10 
Table 5 
ν ["/sec] 
s [cm] 
9 [cm] 
P 
y [sec' ] 
¡2 [cm] 
0C2 [rad] 
12 [usee] 
At [M sec] 
Ats [/usee] 
*EVEI 
ΔΕ2/Ε2 
1 + A 
F22 
47T((i + I2)2 
Is 
Φ (Ei) ΔΕΙ 
500 
0,30 
79,6 
1,9 
50 
150 
0,0136 
3000 
96 
44 
0,091 
0,064 
1,91 
4,9 x 10 
9,0 y 10 
0,30 
39,8 
0,95 
100 
150 
0,0136 
3000 
48 
22 
0,045 
0,032 
1,91 
4,9 x 10 
9,0 x 70~ 
030 
39,8 
Q95 
100 
300 
0,0107 
6000 
48 
17 
0,023 
0,016 
1,79 
3,0*10 
-II 
5,4 χ 10 
0,30 
19,9 
0,48 
200 
300 
00107 
6000 
24 
8 
0,011 
0,008 
1,79 
3J0*1Õ 
-11 5,4*10 
1000 
0,30 
79,6 
1,9 
100 
150 
0,0136 
1500 
48 
22 
0,091 
0,064 
1,91 
4,9 *WH 
9,0 x 10~" 
0,30 
39,8 
0,95 
200 
150 
0,0136 
1500 
24 
11 
0,045 
0,032 
1,91 
4,9 y 10" 
9,0 χ 10 
0,30 
39,8 
0£5 
200 
300 
0,0107 
3000 
24 
β 
0,023 
0,016 
1,79 
3,0x10 
-II 
5,2 x 10 
0,15 
39,8 
0,48 
200 
300 
0,0107 
3000 
12 
8 
0,011 
0,008 
1,79 
2,3*10 
-II 
2,6*10 
Ta h ie 6 
Comparison of SORA and VHFR for experiments with cold neutrons 
Vn fm/s] 
AEj 
E1 
ΔΕ2 ι 
F2 L 
r 
In ten sity VHFR- instr. 
intensity SORA- instr. j 1 
intensity VHFR-instr 
Intensity SORA-instr. J 2 
13 
5.2 
500 
2.5 
6,5 
5 
12 
10 
15 
7? 
1000 
2.5 
12.5 
10 
3 
2Å 12 
1) Ρ = 100 kW 
2) Ρ» 250 kW 
Table 7 
ν [m/s] 
s [cm] 
9 [cm] 
ß 
V [sec'1] 
I2 [cm] 
0C2 [rad] 
t2 [/¿sec] 
At [//sec] 
Ats [//sec] 
AE1/Ei 
ΔΕ2/Ε2 
Í1+A)2 
F22 
4 TT (H * I2)2 
L· Φ (Ei I A Ei 
2000 
0,635 
106 
0,83 
150 
150 
0,0120 
750 
26,4 
12,7 
0,100 
0,070 
7,3 
9,80*10 
-12 
5,7*10 
0,635 
53 
0,42 
300 
150 
0,0120 
750 
13,2 
6,4 
0,050 
0,035 
7,3 
9,30*10 
5,7* ld'Z 
0,635 
26,5 
0,21 
500 
150 
0,0120 
750 
6,6 
3,2 
0,024 
0,017 
7,3 
9,80 x70* 
5,7 x1o"'2 
0,635 
26,5 
0,21 
600 
300 
0,0094 
1500 
6,6 
2,5 
0,012 
0,009 
5,1 
6,05*10 
2,5 x IO2 
4000 
0,535 
106 
0,83 
300 
150 
0,0120 
375 
13,2 
5A 
0,100 
0,070 
7,3 
9,80*10 
-12 5,7*10 
0,535 
53 
0,42 
600 
150 
0,0120 
375 
6,6 
3,2 
0,050 
0,035 
7,3 
9,80 x 1Õ6 
-12 
5,7*10 
0,635 
53 
0,42 
600 
300 
0fì094 
750 
6,6 
2,5 
0,024 
0,017 
5,1 
6,05*10* 
-12 2,5 χ 10 
0,635 
53 
0,42 
600 
600 
0,0066 
1500 
6,6 
1,4 
0,012 
0,009 
2,77 
2,96*10 
-13 
6,5 * 10 
Table 8 
Comparison of SORA and VHFR for experiments with thermal and epithermal neutrons 
Vn Ms] 
AEI _ AEZ fo/l 
Ei ~ E2 lAJ 
f intensi tv V HFR-instr ) 
1 Intensity SORA ~ instr J1 
* 
¡Intensity VHFR-instr 
intensity SORA - instr J 2 
f 
5.7 
2.3 
2000 
"ì κ 
3.8 
1.5 
5 
13 
OS 
10 
Q.4 
0.16 
1 
3 
u 
4000 
2.5 
6.5 
2.6 
5 
3.8 
Í5 
10 
1.3 
0£ 
1} P* 100 kW 
2) Ρ =250kW 
Table 9 
SORA characteristics 
Vr [sec4] 
10 
12,5 
25 
50 
100 
w [usee] 
46 
46 
48 
51 
53 
report Ispr 
p - Frnqx. 
Ρ min. 
8250 
6200 
3050 
1400 
625 
a 454 Í1963) 
w [/Msec] 
23 
23 
24 
25 
26 
φ _ Ρ max. 
Ρ min. 
16500 
12400 
6100 
2800 
1250 
tentative data 
hh. 
2060 
1550 
760 
350 
156 
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